
Cast-out function on the TC loom controller: 
First, an example: Each module has 6 heddles per cm/15 ends per inch as a maximum.  
With 2 modules in the depth, you have max 30 epi. If you want for example 24 epi, you use the Cast-out 
function:  It is named Warp Thinning, and is located under the Design tab.  

 
 
The idea is that if you fill in values for X and Y: With 24 ends (X) used out of every group of 30 (Y), you 
could fill inn X=24 and Y=30. The loom controller will then use heddle number 1,2,3 ….24, and skip 6 
heddles next to each other!  This will create ribs in the fabric, which is probably not what you want.  
Therefore,  if you break down the numbers to the smallest factors, it will work smoothly:  
30= 2 x 3 x 5 and 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3. Delete the common factors and you get X=5 and Y =6 (i.e. You want to 
use 5 heddles out of every group of 6)  
The program will then use heddle number 1,2,3,4,5 and skip no. 6, then use 7,8,9,10,11 and skip no. 12 
etc. And it happens automatically across the warp from side to side.  
When threading the heddles according to a cast-out, I use different methods depending on whether 
there is already a warp in the heddles, or if I start threading the warp in empty heddles:  
If the loom is ready threaded (all heddles), I would activate the cast-out, and then open the test design 
named All Up_All Down. Then click on Start Weaving:  What will happen is that all the warp threads 
which are to be used,  will be lifted at the same time, and you can insert a stick under them.  
Then you can tie the new warp onto the thinned warp on top of the stick.  
If you have to thread the warp through empty heddles, you first activate the cast-out function by giving a 
value for X and another one for Y.  Then you load one of the premade threading-designs, for example 
Threading 100. This is a straight threading on 100 shafts. The file will lift active heddle # 1 (and 
101,201,301 etc).  You grab the first heddle and thread it. Then step on the foot pedal, and it lifts the 
active heddle # 2, (and also 102,202,302 etc). If you had click on LOOP,  the treading will proceed looping 
through the design until your threading is done!   



The beauty of the cast-out function is that you can sample a design on various warp densities, and with 
various wefts:  

 
 
 


